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Fall for Winter Whites
The white kitchen is a classic look that’s always in
high demand—but for this recent TIDG project we
gave the concept a modern twist. With breezy white
walls, a striking slab stone backsplash, and even a
white faucet, this kitchen sets the stage for sleek,
dramatic metallic cabinets. The result is a perfect
balance of beautiful minimalism and welcoming
warmth—and a luxe look that is truly one of a kind.
Style tip: A small pop of black helps any space sing.
We applied sparing stark black accents to give the
eye a satisfying, full range of values from light to dark.

A Breath of Fresh Air

Pantone’s newest Colour of the Year is “Greenery”,
and we expect to see even more leafy green shades
in the coming year. Luckily, it’s also a timeless hue—
we, like our clients, prefer to work beyond passing
fads.
That’s why we love the fun, fresh, minty shade we
used throughout this project—Benjamin Moore’s
Salisbury Green. We love working with heritage
houses, and we’re thrilled we were able to give this
one a relaxed style that feels current and classic at
the same time.
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The bi-annual TIDG newsletter keeps you updated
on our boutique studio—and our design family.
What is Comfort?
Our principal designer, Yanic Simard, has always felt
that true interior style means not just an elegant look,
but a deep sense of comfort. We believe that every
element of your space should convey this essence of
comfort—to the eye, the hand, and to your inner
sense of serenity in your home.

To express what comfort means to us, and to our
approach to design, we produced an inspirational
short film titled “What is Comfort?”, now available to
view online at any time at tidg.ca.
New Looks
TIDG has a brand new
emblem— one that carries a
blending of organic, modern,
and traditional sensibilities,
just like us.
To see more project images,
visit tidg.ca/gallery, and
@tidgboutique on Instagram.

